Reading Henry James

By Richard Sale, author of Traitors

My wife, who is an ambitious reader, recently set out to read Henry James two-volume work, The Portrait of a Lady. Feeling she should enjoy some solidarity, I began to read it as well. I have read it three times, but long ago, and I truly believe that you never read the same book since all of evolve mentally all the time. Things which were mediocre at the beginning become startling vivid over time. So I set out.
My first conclusion as I read was that James cannot describe physical scenes.  The opening scene of Portrait is wonderfully evocative of a summer afternoon in England, and clearly it took a lot of work.  But this depiction of physical reality is hardly ever repeated. James’ dialogue is the chief means with which he presents characters, the way he brings them to life.  They are very believable. But his characters have no gestures, no expression of the eyes, no quivering of facial features, no rubbing of the forehead, or hands fiddling with dress, or clumsy encounters with furniture. There is no nervous energy in the characters that finds its outlets in expressive acts.  
James omniscient narrator is incredibly intelligent. He is very ornate and articulate in describing his reactions to life, but the life he describes is over- refined, delicate, and lacking in manly challenge. For James, life focuses on manners and breeding and the qualities that they produce, the civilization they help to make. But it is a tame world, a word of narrow borders, a meager sphere of life. The variety of character is very limited. The civilization he pictures is effete.  James is what used to be called a namby pamby.  There is no violence in his world.  There are no savage contests between collectives of brute force. His conflicts are indirect, oblique and are made to move mainly by deception. Insults are poisonously polite.
James is wordy over-analytical.  For example, speaking of Isabel, his heroine, he says, “She had become too flexible, too useful, was too ripe and final. She was in a word too perfectly the social animal that man and woman are supposed to have intended to be, and she had rid herself of every remnant of that tonic wildness which we may assume to have belonged even to the most amiable person in the ages before country house life was in fashion.  Isabel found it difficult to think of herself in any detachment or privacy, for she existed only in social relations. direct or indirect, with her fellow mortals. One might wonder what possible commerce she would have with her own spirit.”
Now WHAT IN THE HELL IS THAT? Forget the inane wordiness. How can she have become “too final?” She is only in her twenties and mentally and emotionally evolving, still in the process of gathering impressions and attempting to define their meaning. What is the “tonic wildness” she is assumed to have gotten rid of? Why would we assume that has any wildness in her nature at all? Why would we assume she had gotten rid of something she never had? There is no evidence of it in the narrative, but James issues these fiats like bank notes. What does that phrase “tonic wildness” mean? Do we, even for a moment, think of Isabel was “wild?” James’s phrase that the “tonic wildness which we may assume to have belonged even to the most amiable person in the ages before country house life was in fashion” is not only wordy, it is absurd. Then James says that Isabel finds it difficult to think of herself “in any detachment or privacy,” for she existed” only in social relations.” Well, that is the description of a shallow, curbed character. A tamed personality. 
It helps to conclude that the James’ narrator here is simply stupid.  We must not take his own observations at face value because he, after all, doesn’t appear to suspect misdealing or manipulations as he tells his tale. Like Isabel, who is apparently immune to the workings of suspicion, his lack of perception is a fault he shares with her, or he else he holds his suspicions it at bay in order to forward the plot. In cold blood, he sets Isabel up for her humiliations.
Be warned. The book of full of such passages.
In the first place, it is a psychological possibility not to think of oneself as having missed detachment and in privacy as a young child or young adult. Solitude works wonders in rousing new powers of the mind in the lonely young, sharpening their curiosity, their power of observation, the expansion of their sympathies. The young in solitude grasp the workings of their own minds, their own unique spirits.  They are too young to be contaminated by the platitudes and commonplaces of their parents” minds. They see things anew. Their vitality and their further usefulness and courage down the road of life rest a lot on that on that period of privacy.
The theme of the book is ironic.  Isabel Archer is a woman who thought to be superior -- (“she felt justified when others called her superior,” says the narrator) -- and being intelligent, she is intent on seeing the world for herself.  She is an unfettered spirit. Yet in fact, she is defective in character and defective in this particular way – she is miraculously dense. She cannot read people, she cannot dive beneath appearances.  She is blandly ruled by appearances, by the obvious.  She sees people only in their social relations. She believes what she is told and what conforms to her own special, untested notions. Having been given a huge fortune by a friend (an act which is not entirely believable), she marries a man, an American expatriate, like herself, with has no passion and no principles, a monster of fastidious sloth, (he collects dainty things), but who Isabel insists is endlessly charming. But we, the earnest, gullible reader, are never given any evidence his charm.  His charm for the reader consists only of Isabel’s declarations that he has it, and we have to take on trust that that it exists and that is has been an overpowering influence in her mind and heart.  
But Isabel has no capacity for suspicion, but places great and undue credence on people’s statements.  She lacks the talent to analyze the unspoken in overt statements and normal acts. She cannot infer any insight from an act she sees. So her young dream is one of a woman o wants to feel the rich, free experience life in all of its dimensions but instead  ends up  a woman, who because of her defects, is manipulated into a life that is “dark, narrow alley with a drab wall at the end.” James incessantly lauds her perceptions, but in the end, she perceives little and acts less.
I find James’ names effete.  Gilbert Osmond, the villain, is alright, but Ralph Touchett, Caspar Goodwood, Pansy, the little girl, are too goody goody and are almost allegorical and off-putting.
In Tolstoy, people live think and act in the circumstance that life has placed them in.  It is the same with Conrad or Maupassant.  (Maupassant’s method is superior to James, who once described him “as the lion in the path,” which says a lot about James’ fear of the Frenchman’s method.)  But Maupassant’s mind is very limited and narrow in its interests next to Henry’s. 
But to return, Tolstoy makes comments on his character's thoughts, but those thoughts are rooted in immediate situations and derive from them. It is the situation which gives them their force.  James is a tangle of opaque linguistic barbed wire, and he seems far too theoretical and academic next to Tolstoy. Stephen Crane was a contemporary of James.  Read the Open Boat or the Blue Hotel, and see how concrete, direct and forceful is Crane’s presentations.  There is a melodramatic strain in Crane that needs to be watched and noted, but he is way ahead of James in confronting life directly, in enacting striking and concrete situations.
The irresolution of James’ character is seen in Isabel.  First, in spite of being idealized by James, she cannot act effectively. Madam Merle (read Merde in French) is an intriguer and a heartless manipulator.  Her husband, Osmond is a fish with the soul of a black beetle. He is insulting and cold, and he is a figure of monumental littleness like Mitt Romney. 
But James has a genius for psychological insight.  He just puts such insights poorly.  He like periphrasis.  He doesn’t like the direct.  He is adducted the oblique. He despises the simple as a species of inadequacy. But he abounds with penetrating insights, even though they are often buried beneath too many words. Lord Warburton is a finely realized personality.  Israel has a certain noble dignity, a very touching desire to do the right and generous thing, the morally satisfying thing, a defective desire that makes her a victim. Her moral fineness lacks a match in her life. 
Alas, James’ characters begin to talk alike after the first half of the book. And James doesn’t adjust their remarks to their intellect.  James use of “hain’t” describing the elder Touchett, who is a rich American businessman living in London, strikes a false note.  It is too willful, too inappropriate.  He means to say the man, in spite of his riches, is a bit boorish raw.  It doesn’t work.
But the book is a great book, all the same. Taken in total, it has wonderful impact.  In spite of the feeling that it is much ado about nothing, that too little a story has been told, it enjoys a high standing in England, and it better for us and our minds to have read it than not. The people are alive and you miss them when the book finishes.  In James, they live and move and have their being. You wonder how they are doing.  Does Isabel finally marry Goodwood? We don’t know.  James is a great hesitator.
But, at bottom, I think the book is inferior to Middlemarch which is full of vivid solid life. And he is not in the same race as Tolstoy.  Pat does descriptions that are quite the equal of Tolstoy’s.

